Low floor Civitas Economy
M1 minibus for public transport

M1 passenger transport

TriflexAIR floor

The Civitas Economy accomodates 8 seated passengers
and 1 wheelchair passenger. Thanks to its lightweight
design the Civitas Economy can be driven with driver’s
license B and has a M1 European Type Approval.

The Civitas Economy is standard equipped with
the lightweight and patented solution TriflexAIR.
This fully integrated floor & seating system did set
a new standard in safety for passenger and wheelchair transport. Not only because of its extreme
user-friendliness, but also thanks to its ultra light
construction, that will save on energy consumption.
The integrated 4-point and 100% mechanical weelchair restraint system guarantees safety at all times.

8 clever folding seats
The TriflexAIR seats have an ergonomic design that
ensures long lasting and comfort during long trips. Its
clever folding feature provides maximum space. All
seats have an ISOFIX connection for the safe transport of children. We offer multiple upholstery options.

Low floor chassis
One of the unique features of the Civitas is the low
floor area which accommodates 5 seats. Thanks to
the low floor chassis and the wide metro doors by
Ventura, instead of conventional swing arm doors
boarding is easy and safe, even for passengers with
reduced mobility. The Civitas Economy is equipped
with a folding ramp and therefore highly accessible
for wheelchair passengers.

Civitas Economy

Features

A minibus with great possibilities

In the passengers area are 6 stop buttons and a compact cooling and heating system available. The driver
can operate the metro doors, air-conditioning and a
route display from his drivers cabin. Optionally we
offer a payment table, smartcard preparations and a
compartment for external hardware.

The Civitas Economy is extremely versatile and passed every safety test. The low floor
chassis provides easy access for all passengers, regardless of their physical limitations.
The Civitas Economy distinguishes itself by its spacious design and panoramic windows
that provide an optimal view and travel experience for all passengers. The perfect
choice for fleetowners.

Factory warranty retained
The Civitas Economy is based on a Volkswagen Crafter
L4H3 with features like front wheel drive an automatic
gearbox and a Euro 6 diesel engine that has one of the
lowest emissions in its class. The dimensions are 6,84m
length and 2,04m width. As Tribus is becoming a Volkswagen Premium partner the conversion is officially approved by Volkswagen and factory warranty is retained.

Specifications

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

CIVITAS ECONOMY

Number of passengers

8+1

Number of seats

8

Wheelchair space

1

Legroom

Between 250 and 350 mm

CAPACITY
Length

6836 mm

Width

2427 mm

Height

1961 mm

Wheel base

4490 mm

Front overhang

1000 mm

Rear overhang

1346 mm

ACCESSIBILITY
Passenger entry

Double subway-style doors. Door width 1193 mm.
Integrated handrails and stanchions

Passenger entry height

Street level 270 mm - bus platform 90 mm

Wheelchair ramp

Length 84 cm x width 92 cm. Slope at bus platform 60
(integrated or electrical)

FEATURES
Panoramic windows

5 m2 unobstructed view

Route display

Digital LED matrix

Stop buttons

6 stop buttons in passengers area

Assistance buttons LITYF

2 assistance buttons for wheelchair passenger (in- and external)

Airconditioning

OEM climate control with openings in passengers area for a nice climate.

Integrated drivers cabin*

Payment table, smartcard preparations, compartment for external hardware.

* Full control of all facilities in the passengers area.
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